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Student Leadership & Activities Contact Info
Location: Third floor of Campion
Email: SLA@sju.edu
Phone #: 610-660-1073

Activity Definitions
Team:
A team is a group of people with different skills and tasks, who work together on a common
goal with a meshing of functions and mutual support. Building a team is about knowing one another,
improving communication and gaining support and trust.

Leader:
A person or thing that holds a dominant or superior position within its field, and is able to
exercise a high degree of control or influence over others.

Facilitator:
A facilitator is someone who helps a group of people understand their common objectives and
assists them to plan to achieve them without taking a particular position in the discussion.

Energizers:
Energizers are used to get a group moving, provide a break from long periods of sitting down,
and excite a group about the next portion of a program. Use them in small doses to rejuvenate a
group after lunch or first thing in the morning.

Icebreakers:
Introduction exercises are designed to get a group to warm up, begin getting to know one
another, and to make people comfortable with the group, whether they are newcomers or established
members. These exercises and be combined or used separately throughout the training period.

Team Builders:
Team builders are exercises designed for groups to work through together, for the purpose of
building cohesiveness, raising issues in the group, and posing challenges to the team. They generally
take longer than icebreakers and energizers, because of the planning, thought, and execution of the
task. Facilitators should choose team builders that are challenging, but not necessarily impossible, for
a group to perform, although there is value in processing a "failed" team builder.

Fun & Games:
Fun and Game activities are similar to energizers. They can be used to get a group moving in
the middle of a long training day. These activities last a little longer than energizers and should only
be used once or twice a day.

Trust:
Part 1: Trust activities should be facilitated only after a group has had a chance to get to know
one another and work as a team. These activities are great for getting a group to the next level.
Facilitators should chose activities based on the teams level and capabilities both physically and
mentally.
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Part 2: Trust Part II focuses on activities that require more of an emotional trust from their
team/group members. These activities are designed to reflect on values, goals and self-development.
Similar to Trust Part I, facilitators should choose activities below that are appropriate for the current
level of the group and the desired outcome.

Appreciation & Closure
Appreciation and closure activities are a great way to help a group reflect on their experience
whether it is a weekend retreat or yearlong team. It gives advisors a chance to show appreciation to
their group and the group to show appreciation for on another.
A Little Theory
Important steps to take when deciding which activities will be most beneficial to the group
1) Assess where your group is and what level of risk they are willing to take
2) Begin with low risk activities, and build progressively to more challenging experiences
3) Consider that timing is critical to the successful use of teambuilding
4) Unless otherwise agreed, information generated during an activity should be kept confidential
5) Although the group leader may encourage total participation, each person must understand that he
or she has the right to refrain from participation in any activity that appears too uncomfortable or
awkward
Activity Tools for Your Use
Sign–out activity tools with Student Leadership & Activities. Each tool is color coded and an activity
with that tool will have a corresponding color

*

*Foam Noodles (17lg. , bag of noodle tops)
*Plastic white tubes (10 sm)
*Red Skis (4 lg)
*Big Things Books (2)
*Tarp (5)
*Fish Kit (CD, Book, Binder etc.)
*Parachute (1)
*Buckets (6)
*Hula Hoops (12)
*Rope
*Styrofoam Blocks (1 bag of med, 12 lg)
*Numbered rubber circles (30)
*Orange cones (24 sm)
*Stop watches (4)
*Stuffed animal fish (3)
*Yellow foam balls (5)
*Question balls (3)
*Cut pieces of blue cloth(blindfolds) (16)
*Square bean bags (24 sm)
*Sling Shot (lg circle with 4 strings) (6 with 6 matching balls)
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Energizer Activities
ANIMAL CIRCLE
Put the group in circle and one person in middle. Middle person points to anyone, who must "make"
animal with people on both sides (total of 3 people). If middle person counts to five before animal is
"made", then center person of animal comes into middle of circle to replace middle person. Animal
example: alligator, with middle person making jaws of two arms, and 2 side people make tail by
holding hips of middle person.

WHAT ARE YOU DOING?
Group in circle. First person starts by miming action (ex: brushing teeth). Person to left asks, "What
are you doing?" and first person answers with another action/activity (ex: climbing a ladder). Person
to left must then act out climbing ladder, while person to their left asks, "What are you doing?". No
one stops miming activity until everyone in circle is doing some activity/action.

PEOPLE TO PEOPLE
Human twister, with group in circle (paired up) and one person in middle. Middle person calls
commands, such as "hand to hand" or "elbow to shoulder" to twist up pairs. After 2-3 twists, middle
person calls "people to people", everyone raises arms and yells, running across circle. All must find
new partner, including sole middle person, so one person will be left over and be new middle person.
Repeat.

CLOTHESPIN SAMURAI **
Group in circle, one person middle with blindfold and "sword" (inflatable or foam). Middle person
has several clothespins attached to clothing (back, arms, legs, shoes, etc.). Group members must
remove pins without getting whacked by sword. If whacked three times, you're out.

EYE CONTACT SAMURAI
Group in circle, one person in middle who calls "heads down". Everyone bows heads. When middle
person says, "heads up", everyone looks up and at anyone else in circle. If any pair makes direct eye
contact, they must swap places, with middle person trying to get into one of the places. Leftover
person becomes new middle person.

EARTHQUAKE AND EVICTION
One person alone to start, rest of group in threesomes, with two people making house of hands and
one person standing underneath. Lone person calls either "eviction", in which everyone in a house
must leave and find new one, or "earthquake", in which all houses collapse and everyone must form
new threesomes of house and resident. Either way, lone person tries to get into one of the
threesomes, so person left over becomes new "caller".

ASSASSIN
Group in circle. Rules: choose someone in circle to be your assassin without informing them. Also
choose a bodyguard without informing. To stay alive, must keep bodyguard between you and your
assassin. When leader yells "freeze", check if alive or dead.1
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PULSE RACE **
In two lines, holding hands. Everyone has eyes closed except leader of each line. A small ball or
stuffed animal is placed at opposite end of lines from leaders. Facilitator stands by leaders and flips a
2
coin. If tails, do nothing. If heads, leaders start pulse race by squeezing hand of person next to them,
which sets off chain reaction. When last person in line feels hand squeezed, he/she may open eyes
and grab for beach ball. Whichever team gets ball first each round gets a point. After each round,
leader goes to end of line.
BALLOON WAR
Divide participants up into even teams. Give each team as many balloons of all the same color as
there are members, and some string. Make sure you give each team a different color of balloons. Have
each team tie the string to their balloon and then to their ankle. Explain that when you give the "go"
signal each team must attempt to pop all of the balloons that are a different color than their own.
Participants must work in a team to pop other team's balloons without getting their own popped.
Once your balloon is popped you must step outside of the playing area. Once only one color of
balloon is still in the game, that team wins.

ELBOW TAG
Make sure all participants are comfortable with either running or fast walking. Set the parameters for
the playing field. Have all of the participants’ pair off and link arms at the elbow with their partner.
Have one the pairs volunteer to begin the game as the chaser and the runner. (One person being the
chaser and the other person being the runner). Explain that as long as you are linked arms in a group
of 2 with another person you are safe from the chaser and cannot be tagged. The game begins with the
chaser trying to tag the runner. In order to avoid being tagged and become safe the runner must link
arms with one of the pairs forming a group of three. After they link arm, the third person at the end
of the link must break off and become the runner. If someone is tagged before they can successfully
link arms with a group of two they then become the chaser, and must try to tag the person who just
tagged them before they link arms with someone.
LOOK UP LOOK DOWN
Arrange participants into groups of 12-20 members. Have participants stand in a tight circle, shoulder
to shoulder. Explain that when you (the facilitator) says, "look down" everyone must look at the
ground. And when you say, "Look up" everyone must look up and stare directly at the face of another
person. If two people look up and stare at each other, they must scream and then step out of the circle.
The rest of the participants who didn't make eye contact with another person will continue staring
until the facilitator says, "Look down" again. Play continues until there are only 2-3 people left in the
circle.
GRAB BAG SKITS
Organize people into groups of 3-6 people. Hand out bags filled with random items. Explain that each
group must come up with a skit that uses all of the items in the bag. Encourage the groups to be
creative with the items in their bag. Objects can be whatever they imagine them to be (i.e. a hairbrush
can be a microphone, a roller skate can be a time traveling device, etc.). As a facilitator you can create
pre-made skit topics for each group, or you can give all of the groups a vague topic relating to your
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organization/ company/ conference. Give groups 5-7 minutes to create a three minute skit. Have each
group perform their skit in front of all the other groups.
GIFT
Organize participants into a circle either sitting or standing. Tell participants to turn to the person on
their right and give them a verb or action. Then tell participants to turn to the person on their left and
give them a noun. Go around the circle and have everyone tell what they were given. For example: If
I were given the words jump and toaster. I would say I was given a jumping toaster.

Icebreakers
DO YOU KNOW YOUR NEIGHBOR?
In circle, with one person in middle. All people in circle have a designated spot (mark with shoe or
piece of tape). Middle person asks anyone in circle if he/she knows neighbors (persons on either
side). Person in circle introduces neighbors to middle persons and then says, "But I don't know
anyone wearing blue jeans." Anyone wearing blue jeans must leave spot in circle and find new spot,
while middle person tries to grab a spot for self. One person will be left over and takes over middle
spot. Can use any attributes ".I don't know anyone wearing contacts, who doesn't play tennis, from
the Midwest, etc."

NAMETAG SWAP
Participants share three facts about self with someone else, and then swap nametags. When meeting
next person, introduce self as person on nametag, sharing the three facts. Then swap again. After 3-4
swaps, everyone introduces self with current nametag, with real owner correcting any mistakes.

NAME AND INITIAL ACTIVITY
In circle, everyone must introduce self and mime an activity that starts with their initial (ex: Pat
mimes pitching a baseball). Everyone else must copy each person.

SILENT NAMETAG
Hand out index card and binder clip to everyone. Middle of card has name, four corners can have
anything (adjectives to describe self, last book read, tennis playing level, hometown/state, job/role in
tennis). Index card is clipped to shirt or existing nametag. Participants walk around silently reading
others' nametags.

BLANKET DOWN *
Group divides into two teams, each crouching on one side of raised blanket (like wall between). One
person from each team moves close to blanket, and when blanket is lowered, first person to say name
of person opposite "wins" that person onto winner's team. Object is to get everyone on one side.3
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NAME JUGGLE * *
Standing in circle, one person begins by tossing beanbag or stuffed animal to someone else, saying,
"Hi, (name of person". Catcher says, "Thanks, (name of tosser)" and repeats by tossing to someone
else. Names must be said each time item is tossed or caught. Can get 3-4 items in play at once.
WARP SPEED * *
Participants will start in a circle. A ball will be tossed around the circle with the thrower calling the
name of the person they are tossing to. Once an order is established the group will attempt to
complete the circle in as quick a time as possible.
HANDSHAKE MEET
Participants will walk from one side of a circle to the other while doing different greetings.
Examples: hello, salute, gutten tag, aloha, ciao, hola, other different languages, ice fishermen hand
shake, logger hand shake, sign language.

CLOCK DATE
Each person makes clock out of paper plate, with twelve timeslots. People go around making "dates"
with someone different for each hour. Facilitator reads a different question or discussion idea for
each date (1-2 minutes each).

HUMAN BINGO
Make up bingo sheet of 25 boxes. You can only get someone to sign in one box. Boxes say things like
"find someone who played professional tennis", "locate someone who has three or more siblings",
"find someone who has started a CTA", etc. Bingo can be five boxes across or whole sheet.

GEOGRAPHY LINE-UP
Group must line up in order by how far each person traveled to come to workshop, then go around
and introduce name and where from.

FRAME UP
In groups of four, make flipchart with rectangle in middle and four spaces around (one per person).
In middle, group must list 10-20 things all four have in common (all human, all USTA staff, etc.). In
outer spaces, each individual puts name and three things unique to them in foursome (only one who
is a lefty, only one who knows how to play guitar, etc.). Share and compare all foursomes.

COMIC STRIP CHAOS
In groups of 3-5 participants give each group an envelope that contains a comic strip cut into pieces.
Have each member take a piece w/o showing their teammates. The group must put the strip into
sequence by describing their piece. Once the group feels as though they have it right, instruct them to
put their pieces down in order.4

CLIPBOARDS/ PAPER BAGS/ BINDERS ECT
Version 1:
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This activity can be done in two ways. The first is to do the activity at the beginning of a group’s
existence. Participants are given a clipboard and asked to decorate it (using magazine cutouts,
stickers, markers, whatever!) in a way that best represents who they are. Facilitator can give each
person lamination paper to cover their clipboard and help it to last for a long time. Participants will
have their clipboard to use forever and they will always remember the experience whenever they do!
Participants are then asked to share their clipboards with the group. The other way to do this activity
is to do it after the group knows each other well. Have participants pick a name out of a hat (but,
shh....it is a secret!). The participant then decorates a clipboard for the participant they chose, to
represent him/her (based on what they know). Group is given some time to do this. Group then
comes back together and clipboards are unveiled.
Version 2:
Have each person in the group write their name on a piece of paper. Put all of the names in a hat and
have each person draw a name (make sure they do not pull their own name). Each person will then
create a clipboard for the name they chose. This is great to do at the beginning of training and have
each person present the clipboard to their person at the end of training.

VALUE DISCUSSION
Have participants find two people who are wearing the same color as them. Have them find a spot
where they can talk together. Instruct them they will be talking about some issues and you will give
them new topics every few minutes. Here are some samples:
Talk about the most important thing you learned this year.
What are the easiest and hardest emotions for you to express and why?
What is something that few people know about you?
What do you value in a friend?
What do you want to be doing in five years?
What is one goal you have for next year?
What is a motto you try to live by?
What is the greatest challenge you are facing?
What do you like most about yourself?
What do you value in a loving relationship?
What do you value most in life?

SILENT BIRTHDAY LINE-UP
Without talking, entire group must get in order by month and day. You can also have them line up
by height, class year, etc…

QUESTION BALL TOSS *
The question ball is pre-divided into questions. Group tosses around circle, introducing name and
answering question where pinky hits on circle (can choose which one to answer).

ALPHABET POCKETS
Divide into teams of 4 or 5. Everyone on the team searches through their own pockets, wallets,
pocketbooks, book bags etc. The group tries to come up with one possession which begins with each
letter of the alphabet.5 The winning team is the one to have objects representing the most letters.
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2 TRUTHS AND A LIE
Every person in the group will share three ‘facts’ about themselves. Throughout the day participants
will try to find out each person’s lie. At the end of the time given everyone in the group will attempt
to discover the two truths and a lie of each person. After one guess the participant will disclose their
two truths and a lie.6

HAVE YOU EVER
Participants will get in a circle with one participant standing in the middle. The participant in the
center will say, “Have you ever….” The statement must be true of them; if someone else in the circle
has done what they have said that person must find a new spot in the circle. Participants may not
move to the direct neighbor spot, they must move more than two spaces. There will always be on
person left in the center and the game repeats.

2 MINTUE INTERVIEW *
Participants will get with a partner and have two minutes to interview their partner. The facilitator
can have preplanned questions or leave the questions up to the participants. After four minutes each
participant will have been interviewed by their partner and everyone will come back to a large group.
Participants will then introduce their partner to the group and what they have learned.

DUCK DUCK NAME
Similar to Duck Duck Goose. The group sits in a circle, with someone who is “it” standing on the
outside. The person who is “it” walks around the circle, and taps everyone on the head and says
“duck.” When they get to someone that they want to pick instead of saying “duck,” they tap them on
the head and say the person’s name. This person then has to chase the person who is “it” around the
circle back to the spot where the person was sitting and try to tag them. If they tag them, the person
who was tug is still “it.” If the person who was it is able to get back to the spot and sit down without
getting tug, the chaser is now “it” and the game starts over.

HOW DO YOU DO
Standing in a circle, one person is chosen as “it.” This person walks around the circle and picks
somebody. The person who is “it” says to the person they have picked,
“Hi
(person’s
name), how do you do?” The person who is “it” replies with “Fine thank you.” They repeat this three
times, then race around the circle meeting halfway to repeat the same words. After they complete the
words again, they race back to the spot in the circle, and the last person there is now “it.”

BACKSNATCHING
Put the name of group members on the backs of other group members. Then the group members walk
around and ask yes or no questions, such as ‘Do I have blue eyes?” to try to figure out who they are.
Once you guess whose name is on your back, they latch onto your back until a complete circle is
formed.

BUMPETY BUMP BUMP BUMP
Standing in a circle, one person is in the middle. That person has to pick someone and say, “
(person’s name) Bumpety bump bump bump.” That person must say someone else’s name before the
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person who is it completes their sentence. If they manage to, the person who is it goes to the person
whose name was said, and repeats the process. If not, the person who was too slow changes spots and
is now in the middle. 7

SHARING SHOES
All players take off their shoes and put them in a pile in the middle of the circle. Each person then
takes two different shoes that do not belong to them. They then have to find their own shoe. Once
they find the person who has their shoe, they have to learn 3 things about the person who has their
shoes, and link arms with them they then continue to find their other shoe.

SPUD*
One person starts out with a nerf ball (nerf ball can be wet or dry.) The person throws the ball up in
the air, and while throwing it they yell out a name. Meanwhile, everyone else is running away from
the person whose name was called while they pick up the ball. Once the person picks up the ball, they
yell “Spud!” and everyone stops running. The person with the ball takes 2 steps towards a person and
throws the ball at them trying to hit them. If they miss, they throw the ball up in the air and call out
someone else’s name. If they hit the person, the person they hit throws the ball and calls out a name.

MISSING PERSON
One person leaves the circle while the group decides who should leave. The person who left comes
back, and has to try and figure out who is missing.

WHAT’S UP DOC?
Each person picks a cartoon that they think they are most like and then tell everyone why.

COUPLES GAME
Split the group up into pairs. Each person is given a name that is one half of a famous due (i.e.
Batman and Robin) everyone closes their eyes and mixes themselves up. Each person must then try
to find their partner by saying the name of their half of the duo and listening for their partners.

FACE PASS
The first person starts by making a funny face at the person next to them. Then the next person
makes a new funny face to the next person. This continues going around the circle.

TOE FENCING
Have the group get into pairs and hold hand with their partner above their heads. The object is to tap
the other person’s foot with your foot while trying to prevent them from tapping your own foot.

PERSON TO PERSON
From pairs. Have someone call out two body parts (ex. Hand to foot). Each pair must connect the
two body parts called out.
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M&M ACTIVITY
Create a list of questions- one for each color (i.e., tell a scary story, safest place you go to, time you
were most scared...). Pass the beads around the group. Have everyone take at least 4 beads. Now show
them the questions that you wrote. The campers share the answers to the questions that correspond
to the colors they are holding. 8

MINGLE
Teach participants the mingle song, which goes, "Mingle, mingle, M I N G L E" (the mingle song is
open to interpretation, dance moves may be incorporated depending on the creative mind/
coordination of the facilitator. Explain that while the mingle song is being sung, participants must
move about the room. After participants have mingled to the satisfaction of the facilitator, the
facilitator will yell out a number, and the participants must then stop mingling and get into groups of
that number. For example: After participants have mingled, the facilitator will yell out, "GROUPS
OF 3". Participants would then make groups of 3 as quickly as possible. After giving participants
about 15 seconds to make groups. The facilitator then yells out 2-4 questions for everyone to ask their
group members. The questions should be get-to-know you questions decided by the facilitator. After
giving participants adequate time to ask and answer the questions, the facilitator then starts singing
the mingle song, everyone should join in and the game starts over. The group size and questions
should change throughout the game. For example on the second round, participants may need to get
into groups of 5 and they have to answer 2 questions instead of 3.

MOVE IT
Organize participants into a circle either standing or sitting. Make sure there is one less place marker
or chair in the circle than there are people. The facilitator should start in the middle and give
participants 30 seconds to learn the first, middle and last names of the people on both their left and
right. The person in the middle then approaches anyone on the circle and says either "right" or "left"
and then begins counting to 5. The person must then recite the person's full name on their right or left
before the person gets to five. If they say an incorrect name or can't do it before the person counts to
five they need to become the person in the middle. At any time someone can yell, "switch!" and
everyone must get up and change places, giving the person in the middle an opportunity to take
someone else's chair.

PSYCHIATRIST
Participants are all in a circle, seated or standing. Explain that one person needs to volunteer to be the
psychiatrist and leave the room. While they are gone the rest of the group will create a pattern of how
they will be answering the questions the psychiatrist will ask when they come back into the room.
For example: Everyone will answer the questions as if they were the person on their left. Once the
group members have created a pattern they bring the psychiatrist back into the room and the
psychiatrist must begin asking people questions in order to figure out the pattern. If the psychiatrist
asks a question to someone and the person answers correctly nothing happens and the psychiatrist
moves on to ask someone else a question. If the person answers incorrectly, someone in the circle
must say "psychiatrist" and everyone gets up and switches places. For example: If the psychiatrist
asks Sam, "What color eyes do you have?" and Sam says, "Blue" and then Katie, on Sam's left really
has green eyes, Katie would say, "psychiatrist" and everyone would get up and switch places. It is
important to keep with the pattern once places are switched. Meaning that if you are answering as the
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person to your left, you will have a different person on your left when you switch places. The game
ends once the psychiatrist figures out the pattern. If the game goes on for a long time and the
psychiatrist can't figure out the pattern give them hints or eventually just tell them the pattern.

Team Builders
BACK TO BACK (Everybody’s Up)
Every group member must find a partner of approximately equal height and weight, if possible. The
partners will lock arms with their backs to one another. With arms remaining locked at all times, the
partners will sit down on the ground, kick their legs out straight, and try to stand back up. Then
groups of four will try the same thing. Then groups of eight, sixteen, and eventually, the entire group
together. This is the perfect activity to begin a trust sequence.

HUMAN KNOT
The group starts out in one or two tight circles. Everyone in the group reaches across the circle with
their right hand to grab another group member’s right hand. The group then reaches in with their left
hand to grab a different group member’s left hand. The object is to untangle the group without
letting go of hands until a circle is formed. If the group is having extreme difficulty, you can
administer knot first-aid and break one set of tangled hands (with group consensus), otherwise group
members may not let go at any time. You may have to decide as a group that they know is not
solvable, after prolonged attempt. NOTE: Can have group do without talking if they are advanced
enough.

MACHINE GAME
The object of this game is to create a machine out of a group of people (i.e. ceiling fan, hot air balloon,
watch, etc.). You might want to split your group into two or three smaller groups. Each person is
required to be accountable for one noise and one motion of the machine. The group members should
then put their motions and sounds together to create the machine. Give each group about 5 minutes
to work together and prepare, and then have the groups present to everyone. Ask the other groups to
guess what machine the group is.

TAFFY PULL
Begin by asking group members to remove any sharp jewelry or belt buckles. Then, divide group into
two teams - the Taffy Team and the Taffy-Pulling Machine Team. Have all of the members of the
Taffy Team sit down and link arms, legs, and hands in one huge, tangled, mass. The job of the
9
Taffy-Pulling Machine is to pull the taffy mass apart into human-size bits. Ask the team members
to firmly, but GENTLY, tug at a piece that seems the most stretchable, until it comes loose. Each
piece of taffy gets to decide how much he/she wants to stay a part of the taffy mass. These two rules
help ensure no one gets hurt. Each piece of taffy that gets separated from the mass joins the machine,
until the last two pieces are pulled apart. Then, if time permits, the two teams can switch roles.
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TEAM VS. THE WALL*
Divide the group into two teams. Two members of the team hold the rope at about four to five feet
above the ground. The object of the game is to get everyone over the rope. No one can go under the
rope. Before you start transferring people over the wall, you meet as a team and decide how to get
everyone over. HINT: If group is small, just have them attempt as one big group.10

THREE BLIND MICE ***
Works best with group no larger than twelve, in three lines of four people. Two lines face each other
and can't move from spot; third line is blindfolded and can move around and talk. One of the two
lines can't speak but can use gestures and sign language to communicate with other immobile line,
which has its back to the task area. Facilitator tells goal only to silent group, who then must signal to
other immobile line, who can then relay instructions to third line (mobile, blind line). Set up is hula
hoop or rope circle arranged with 3-4 items outside it. Object is to place the 3-4 items inside the circle.

ACID RIVER ****
Whole group must get from one end of "river" to other (mark off with cones, tape, or rope). Group
gets half+1 as many "islands" (stepping stones) as people in group (i.e., group of 12 or 13 gets 7 stones,
14 gets 8, etc.). Whole group must be off one shore and on to stones before anyone moves on to other
shore. Facilitator can make penalties for anyone who dips in river (go back to beginning, whole group
starts over, person is muted, etc.).

JUMP ROPE *
Using a standard climbing rope (20 feet min.), can have either whole group of participants jump
together (lined up along rope) or go through one at a time, without skipping beat.

AMEBA COURSE/AMEBA RACE***
Supplies: Long lengths of rope AND a predetermined track/course. If you need an idea that forces
your students to really work together all at once, this is it. All you need are several pieces of long rope
and a defined obstacle course/track. Divide your group in teams of at least 5 or more. The larger the
team size, the more difficult it is. Tie the rope around the entire team at waist level. Make the rope as
snug as possible without hurting the students. Put them on the obstacle course and turn them loose.
Teams can be timed during their running of the course, or you can actually have a couple of team’s
race! The key is to work together as a team to accomplish a common goal. Note: The course can be
inside or outside, just make sure the route/course is a safe one! Also, make sure it is clearly defined.
It would be a significant bummer for a team to get “lost” because the course was not outlined
properly.

BIG BAD WOLF
Supplies: LOTS of newspaper and LOTS of tape. Want to see how well your group does building
something together? Try this fun exercise. Divide students into teams of 4-6. Give each team enough
newspaper and tape to build a newspaper shelter of some kind. It must be big enough to get three
team members inside. Set a time limit on how long you want to give teams to work on the project.
The Big Bad Wolf (youth leader) then attempts to blow the shelter down. Award prize to the best
construction job. Afterward, have a giant paper fight.
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STEPPING STONES
Supplies: VERY sturdy chairs (NOT folding chairs or chairs with wheels). This exercise is for
groups with at least 10 kids. (For larger groups you probably will want to divide into several teams.)
Split the group into two teams, both having the same number of kids. Line up two rows of chairs
with the same number of kids PLUS ONE EMPTY CHAIR per line. Finally, place a line of tape
about 10 feet from the ends of the chairs. 11
Each kid stands on a chair. When the leader says go, the student on the end by the empty chair picks
it up and passes it to the next person. The chair goes all the way to the end of the line of students.
The last student puts it down and then stands on it. Everyone moves down a chair and the process
repeats itself. The first team to cross the tape line wins.
SAFETY NOTE THAT WE PROBABLY HAVE TO SAY: Obviously only use chairs that are sturdy
and won’t fall underneath kids. Folding chairs are NOT a good idea. Old chairs from the 1940’s also
would not be a good idea. As always, please use your own discernment.

20 QUESTIONS
Ask questions about how the session is going and how people feel about themselves and others in the
group. This a new list revised to be a bit friendlier for the kids. One method is that one person starts
by directing a question towards one other person; this person answers and then asks another question
of someone else. (See activity on page 37)

GIANT PUZZLE
Participants will split themselves into two equal groups. Half the group will be blind folded and can
touch the large puzzle pieces. The other half may see and speak, but cannot make contact with the
puzzle pieces or the blind participant. The group will attempt to assemble the puzzle by using only
verbal communication.

PIPELINE *
Each person in the group will have a half section of PVC pipe. They will attempt to move the marble
from point A to point B without dropping or having the marble stop its forward rotation.

TOXIC WASTE**
Participants will pick up a bucket using an inner tube with ropes attached. Once the bucket is lifted
participants will transfer the bucket and pour the objects into another bucket. Participants can not
touch the bucket and must stay at the end of their rope keeping it taut.

AHH BUCKET**
With the use of only a rope, participants will remove a bucket from the center of a circle. Participants
may not enter the circle and all participants must keep both hands on the rope at all times. The bucket
may not be dragged or dropped it is very fragile material.

MAGIC CARPET *
The group will start by standing on a tarp. Without stepping off the tarp they will attempt to turn the
tarp over.
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THE BLIZZARD SURVIVAL EXCERSISE
This activity is a discussion activity that allows the group to come to a decision on what materials are
the most important to survival. Have the group split up individually first, then if desired you could
do small group then large group discussions. (See activity sheet on page 38)12

THE GIRL AND THE SAILOR
Discussion activity where the group members rank the characters of the story in the order that they
liked them/who was more morally correct. The entire group must decide unanimously on an order,
and the reasons for that order. (See activity sheet on page 39)

MATTHEW AND LINDA
Discussion activity that is similar to The Girl and the Sailor, except a somewhat different scenario.
(See activity sheet on page 39)

THE HOUSE*
Use a rope to form a house figure. Tell the group to pick up the rope. They can slide their hands along
the rope but they can’t take their hands off the rope (or tell them their hand is glued to the first place
they grab). Their task is to form a house without the rope doubling back. You may need to provide a
sketch.

INCOGNITO
The group is given a problem, such as agreeing up the ten most important things to take on a trip to
the moon,. Each member is given a role, which dictate to the other group members interact with
them. The role is written on masking tape on the person’s forehead to that they don’t know what role
they have (i.e. insult me, ignore me, encourage me, respect me, fear me, etc.). Role assignments may
be given that relate to the person’s behavior traits. Discussion may focus on how it feels to be treated
in certain ways.

JUST ONE WORD
The group needs to use the letters D, E, J, N, O, O, R, S, T, U, and W to spell “Just one word.”

NUCLEAR BOMB SHELTER
The entire group has to agree on which four people should live and the reasons behind it (See activity
sheet on page 40)

HOUSE ACTIVITY
Have students make their own house and then explain to the group. Encourage them to be creative,
they can use words, shapes, and pictures ECT. This can be done is smaller groups or larger groups.
(See activity sheet on page 41)

TEAM ACROSS
Divide into two teams. Each team has to try to get the team across the field as quickly as they can,
making as few trips as [possible. The rules are: at least one body must be off the ground at all times,
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the team must be connected at all times, no running, and if the person being carried touches the
ground, they have to start over.
UNDER COVER*
Have the group all try to get under a parachute or blanket without using their hands. 13

TIME WARP (aka ELECTRICAL FENCE) *
Tie two pieces of rope at different heights between the same two trees. The entire group has to get to
the opposite side of the ropes by going between the ropes and not touching them or the trees. Be
careful use spotters. Weight sensitivity may be an issue-make sure the ropes are low enough so that
people don’t really need to be lifted up but more of guided through the narrow opening so as not to
touch.

FARMER’S RIDDLE
2 group members are foxes, 2 group members are chickens, and 2 group members are bags of grain.
The rest of the group is all farmers. The farmers must cross the river (designated void) and get to the
other side. They have to take the foxes, chickens, and grain with them, but they can’t leave any of
them alone because the foxes will eat the chickens, the chickens will eat the grain and both can run
away.

SLINGSHOT GAME*
Use the colored sling shot foam circles and the matching balls to play a team building game. There
are six, create six teams of four people. Put the teams in different areas around the room or field. Each
sling shot has 4 strings, have four different players on each string. Place the bean bag on one slingshot
and have the team pass it to another. See if each team can work together to catch and throw the bean
bag to the others.

TRUE COLORS
This activity will help students understand theirs and their team members’ personalities. Have the
students complete the test and then split into four groups based on the color they identify with. Once
groups are made up, discuss each color and what it means and why it is important to have a mix. (Ask
SLA for the activity sheet/PowerPoint)14

CALM DOWN
Possible Introduction:
How many have ever told someone to [write on board] 'Calm down'? [Show of hands]. How many
found that the person didn't? [Show of hands, laughter]. What did the person say back to you? [Your
learners will almost unanimously shout, "I am calm!"]. That's right: 'I am calm. And if you say that
again, I will calmly break your face'. Some words and phrases are like throwing gas on a fire. I call
these 'fighting' words.' They just make people come out swinging. Another fight' word is [write on
board, to the right of "calm down"] 'You.' You made an error on this submission form; you aren't
listening to what I am telling you; you need to meet your deadlines. What's the problem with this
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innocent word? [Answer: it feels like you're pointing fingers. Right. Still another fighting' word is
[write next to you] 'But.' I like your proposal, but we can't move on it right now; I understand your
frustration, sir, but there's nothing we can do; you raise a good point, but we'll have to table it till the
next meeting. What does but often mean to people? [Answer: ignore everything I said before but.]
We will now heighten our awareness of fighting' words, so that we can avoid throwing gas on the fire
in our difficult encounters. We will do this through a game called...[point to white board and let
learners read out loud], 'Calm Down, You But!' Let's get to work!'
Divide learners into 2-4 teams (if you have more than 2 teams allow for more time. It is
recommended to keep the game to 2 teams if possible, even if they are larger than the 5-7 ideal size).
Give teams one minute to come up with a common scenario for their organization. (Examples: exec
officer evaluations, voting on something at a meeting, having a discussion about a huge project that
needs completion.) Hand each team a sheet of 8 1/2 x 11 paper, and give them 3 1/2 minutes to
brainstorm a list of fighting' words for their scenario. (Examples: "No", "That just isn't our policy",
"I15 don't know", "You'll have to", "Please hold", "That's not in my job description", etc.) Tell them to
keep these words a secret from the other teams. After time is up, tell the teams that they will now
have 10 minutes to complete in writing a one-minute script showing the best way to throw gas on the
fire. Tell them that, as the judge you will award each team: 1 point for how many fighting' words they
use, 1-3 points for how annoying their fighting' words are, and 5 bonus points for the actor who comes
across as the most sincere, helpful, and cooperative when using the fighting' words. (Remind them
that we often do mean to be helpful even when we're using the most annoying fighting' words). After
time is up, give them 30 seconds to pick 2 actors from their group. While they do so, distribute blank
sheets of paper to each learner. Have the first team perform their skit, while members of the other
team write down the fighting' words they hear on their paper. At the end of the skit have the
performing team identify the fighting' words they used and explain if necessary why they're
problematic. Ask the entire group to suggest alternatives to the fighting' words. Have the team
member with the neatest handwriting note down each alternative next to its fighting' counterpart on
the flip chart paper.
Repeat this process with the second team. Add up the scores. (Remember: 1 point for each fighting'
word, 1-3 points for level of annoyance, 5 bonus points for the most sincere, helpful and cooperative
actor.) Make a point in mentioning moments in each skit that got the biggest laughs from the
audience. Make copies of the lists of fighting' words and their alternatives and distribute to everyone.
Debrief/ Discussion Questions:
Much debriefing has already taken place in the form of learners explaining their list and suggesting
alternatives. While you don't want to flog this subject to death, here are some questions you can ask if
they seem pertinent to the occasion. Many of us agreed on what constituted fighting' words- that is,
we felt we'd be irritated if someone said them to us. Yet how many would admit to having used these
words to others? Why do we sometimes use words or phrases to others that would get our own backs
up? Did anyone hear any words or phrases you didn't know were fighting' words? (In other words,
that wouldn't bother you if someone said them to you?) How does that happen? If you make an
innocent comment that someone else hears as fighting' words, does that make you a jerk? Does it
make them wrong? Which would you say is more important: your intentions of the other person's
interpretations of your statement? What's probably the best thing to do if we inadvertently say
something that is perceived as fighting' words? [Answer: apologize sincerely and move].
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CONSENSUS
Divide the participants up into 3-4 groups depending on the number of people. Ask each group to
huddle together and create a noise and action to perform for other groups. After each has
demonstrated noise and action twice for other groups, the facilitator gives 10 seconds time for each
group to huddle. The goal is for all of the groups to be doing the same noise and action together,
without consulting one another. After the huddle, the facilitator counts to three and all of the groups
at the same time must perform one of the action/noise combinations. (It doesn't have to be their
original one). Keep re-huddling until all three groups are doing the same noise/action. Debrief/
Discussion Questions:
How did it feel to be successful (unsuccessful) with this activity?
What made it so hard to reach consensus?
What was most frustrating about this activity?
How did it feel to have your noise/ action not be chosen by the group?
Did any of you make any compromises during this activity, how did that feel?
How did it feel to not be able to communicate with the other groups?

SKI-WALK SLALOM**
The team is provided with a pair of very large wooden skis which are just large enough to
accommodate all team members. They have to work together to ensure that they can maneuver their
team along a slalom course. Again it sounds easy, but requires great co-ordination and
communication to move first the left ski then the right ski and so on all the way round the course. If
they fall over they must return to the start. Only the front and rear skiers are attached to the skis,
everyone else has to learn to move at exactly the right moment. A variation of this exercise includes
simple tasks to be undertaken around the course.

STAR QUALITY
Organize participants into small groups. Provide a definition of qualities. (An inherent or
distinguishing characteristic; a property, a personal trait).Give small groups five minutes to
brainstorm the qualities needed for achieving team goals. After two minutes, instruct small groups to
choose their top five qualities and write them inside the five points to their star. When points are
filled in, instruct groups to agree on other star qualities and list them in the center of the star. Ask
each group to share their qualities with the rest of the group.
Variations: Instead of brainstorming qualities for achieving team goals, brainstorm qualities needed in
an ideal leader. If the group has fewer than twelve participants, do the activity together is one group.
Ask group to prioritize the star qualities they decided upon (picking a top 3 or top 5).Use this as a goal
setting activity.16

THREE WAY COMMUNICATION
Preface the game with a brief discussion about the various ways in which people communicate with
their friends, professors, colleagues, etc. Tell them that in this activity, they will be determining key
aspects and guidelines for three different communication methods: Face to face, telephone, and email. Divide the group members into three groups. The first group represents the face to face
environment. These people do not have any controls on their communication. They should sit in one
area of the room and use pen and paper to write their findings during the activity. The second group
represents the telephone environment. These group members should be blindfolded with the
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bandanas in order to replicate the telephone environment (in which they cannot see the person
they're talking to). They should sit together in one area of the room. One person will act as the scribe
for the group's findings and will not wear a blindfold. The third group represents the e-mail
environment. These employees should sit back to back and may not speak. They should have paper,
pens, and clipboards. In order to communicate, they must write notes and pass them to one another.
Give them about 7 minutes and then ask each group member to make its report. (Participants can
now be free of the blindfolds, clipboards, and other constraints). Capture the findings and guidelines
on a flip chart. After the session, transfer the information into a computer document and distribute a
copy to all participants.
DESERT SURVIVOR
You have been a passenger on a plane that has crashed in the desert. These are the items that you
have retrieved from the plane before it burned up. The pilot and copilot have been killed and the only
survivors are the people in your group. On a scale of 1-11, number these in the order of importance to
survival (map of desert, salt tablets, parachute, rain coats, mirror, compass, book (edible plants of the
desert), flashlight, pistol (loaded), canteen of water, hunting knife). Give the following instructions
to each group: Work individually for a few minutes, appoint a chair person to facilitate the process,
decide as a group on the correct survival order. As your group starts to discuss, they'll find out that
the priorities vary depending on the GOAL, or PURPOSE they come up with. For example, the
biggest issue is, are they going to stay by the plane (air force pilots, unless in enemy territory and in
danger are told to stay with the plane) or leave. If they are going to stay, then the compass and map
aren't much of a priority. YOU NEED TO ESTABLISH THE FRAME in which every other
decision is made or discussion is useless.

WATER CARRY
Prior to the activity, fill ten paper cups with water about 3/4 full and place five at one end of the room
(or outside area) on the ground and five at the other end. The cups should be at least 20 feet apart
from each other if possible. Gather the group together in the middle of the room with a cafeteria- type
tray placed on the ground and give them the following challenge. You must retrieve all ten cups of
water and place them on the tray without spilling any water. You may only get one cup from one end
of the room a time. Before getting a second cup from that side of the room you must travel to the
other side of the room with the tray and retrieve a cup from that side. When all ten cups of water are
on the tray you must place it on the floor in the center of the room. By the way, each person can only
use one foot and one hand for the entire duration of this activity, and if any water spills you must
start over.
Most groups will try to hop with the tray at first but this spills water. The best way to accomplish the
task is to pass the try down a line and for the person at the end to hop to the front of the line so that
the chain can continue all the way to the end of the line. Debrief/ Discussion Questions:
How did it feel to successful/ unsuccessful in this activity?
Did anyone get frustrated at any time during this activity?
Did you try different things before you came up with a solution/
Are you ever a part of a team and you just want to quit? When and how?
How do you feel when you are a part of a team and you work together to accomplish a difficult task? 17
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WHO STARTED IT?
Have participants stand in a circle. Start things off by pointing at anyone across from you in the
circle. Keep pointing. That person must now point to someone else across the circle, who must then
point at another person and so on. Tell them no one can point at anyone already pointing at someone
else. No two people can point at the same person. You may all stop pointing (and apologize to each
other for having been so rude to do it at all). Now tell everyone to fix their eyes on the person they
just pointed at. Tell them it is their job to keep watching that person. That person is the Role Model.
Learners have one job: They are to watch their Role Models closely and copy their actions and
behavior. Ask your learners to stand perfectly still. The only time they move is if their Role Models
move. In fact if the Role Model does anything- coughs, twitches a finger, anything at all- the learners
must repeat the motion once, and then be still again (unless, of course the Role Model moves another
time). Start the game, and let it go for about 5 minutes. What will happen is that small movements
will occur here and there. Anytime one does, it will be repeated around the circle endlessly (and
usually exaggerated with each repetition). In the end, everyone in the circle should be wagging their
heads, moving their arms and scrunching their faces, coughing, giggling and generally acting like a
bunch of nuts. Debrief/ Discussion Questions:
What just happened? We were supposed to stand still.
How many don't know who started some of the movements? [Let your learners argue about when
this or that move originated]. In fact there should be lots of arguments about "who started what"
during the debriefing.
How many knew it was your Role Model who started a given movement? [Note: Sometimes a
learner can state confidently, "Charlie started the nose twitch," Ask Charley: "Are you surprised to
learn that you're the one who started that? Were you aware of moving?"
KEY POINT: Did it matter who started anything, once everybody else adopted it?
How did this game model what your group does in real life?
How do you play the "who started it" game at work/ in your organization?
What are the costs of playing this game?
How important is it to you personally to stop participating in this negative cycle? What would you be
willing to do to change this norm?

Fun & Games
SING DOWN
Teams are created of anywhere from three to ten in a group. The leader will give the groups a word
(i.e. love, boy, dance, etc.), and give the teams one minute to think of as many songs as they can with
that word in it. Once the minute has passed, one tam begins by singing a part of a song with that
word in it. All team members must sing it. The other team then responds. NO SONGS MAY BE
REPEATED. The group who has the most songs, wins. The process then can be repeated with
another word.18

CHALKBOARD SENTENCES
This exercise asks the participants, working in teams, to race against one another to formulate a
sentence to which each team member has added a word. The facilitator begins by explaining that the
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participants will be competing to see which team is the first to complete a group sentence. Next, the
participants are asked to divide into two teams. If the group contains an uneven number, one
participant may compete twice. The group leader sets up blackboards or newsprint for each team.
The teams then are to line up 10 feet from their board. After giving the first person in each team’s
line a piece of chalk or marker, the leader explains the rules of the game. The rules are as follows:
Each team member is responsible for adding one word to the sentence. The players take turns; after
they go to the board and write one word, they run back to give the next player the marker, and then
go to the end of the line. (The sentence must contain the same number of words as there are
members on the team.) A player may not add a word between words that have already been written.
The group leader may wish to process the activity with a discussion on the most serious aspects of the
exercise (i.e. the value of anticipatory thinking, the individual cooperating in a group task, etc.).

BUILDING BLOCK COMPETITION *
The group leader should bring a bag of building blocks and divide the pieces in two (or however many
groups there are). Each group of people is given the building blocks and the following instructions: 1.
You have five minutes to create the tallest structure you can with the pieces you have been given. 2.
You then have an additional five minutes to build the longest structure. 3. The winners get a prize.

CONCENTRATION
Two lines of 10 people facing each other. First group gets 30 seconds to study opposite line and then
turns around. Second group then changes 10 things about them (switch jewelry, untie shoelaces,
switch watch to other arm, etc.) as long as all are things in sight. First group turns back around and
must identify the 10 changes. Then swap.

BALLOON MASTER
Supplies: Duct tape or masking tape and lots of balloons. Divide the group into 2 or more teams with
3-4 people on each team. Give each team a roll of masking tape and 30 balloons. On "Go!" have
members of each team roll the masking tape (sticky side out) around one of their teammates below
the neckline. Next, have kids blow up their balloons as quickly as they can and stick as many as
possible to the taped-up team member. You can either end the game here by awarding the Balloon
Master to the one with the most balloons attached in the time allotted, or you can set up an obstacle
course and when the balloons have been attached, have the player go through and back to their team.
Balloons that fall off during the race can’t be re-attached. The team whose player has the most
balloons still attached is the Balloon Master.19
SOUND EFFECTS
Supplies Needed: A voice recorder (can use one on phone) for every team. Each team has 15 minutes
to record the sounds listed below and any other sounds that they wish to add. The sounds must last at
least 10 seconds, but not more than 15. All members of the group must contribute. Here's the catch...
teams aren't going around and recording the real sounds... teams are "simulating" the sounds
themselves! For example, if the list calls for a bunch of barking dogs, the team isn't to go find real
dogs, they are to bark like dogs. Assign each team a different room so they can "create" the sounds
undisturbed. This is just a sample list. The sky's the limit! Herd of cows, cat in a dog kennel, TV
show theme song, lovesick coyotes on a moonlit night, a worship song, room full of babies, traffic,
American Idol audition, a typical day in a crowded public bathroom, a pet dolphin trying to warn his
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master that a kid is pooping in the pool, a couple in marriage counseling. At the end of the allotted
recording time, have a team representative come up to the front of the room and play their recordings
into a microphone. (If you only have 15 items on the list at an average of 10 seconds an item... it will
only take two and a half minutes to play each team's tape.) Award prizes (bag of candy, etc.) for most
sounds recorded and to the group that adds the most creative sound selection not on the list.20

CAT AND MOUSE *
One person crawls around under the parachute and is the mouse. The person who is the cat crawls
around on top of the parachute. The other players sit around the outside of the parachute and shake
the parachute up and down trying to conceal the mouse from the cat. The cat must find and tag the
mouse.

CHUTE BALL**
Find a ball. Put it on top of the parachute, and each side must try to get the ball to roll off the other
side.

POPCORN **
Put a ball on top of the parachute. Have the group shale the parachute and still try to keep the ball on
the parachute. Add more balls for more fun.

SHARKS AND LIFEGUARDS *
Everyone sits around the parachute with their legs underneath. Several people are sharks and are
crawling around under the parachute. These sharks must try to pull the sitting people under the
parachute with them. There are also several people walking around on the outside of the circle. These
are the lifeguards, and the must they must try to save those being accosted by the sharks. When
someone is pulled under they become a shark.

KETCHUP, MUSTARD, HOT DOG*
Assign each member of the group either hot-dog, ketchup, or mustard (also orange-apple-banana.)
Everyone holds onto the parachute and raises it about their heads. When the parachute is raised above
their heads, call out hot-dog, ketchup, or mustard. Whoever is what you call must run under the
parachute to a new spot while everyone else pulls the parachute trapping the group members
underneath.

SUPER SUNDAE
Supplies: One really big bowl for each team, LOTS of ice cream, and LOTS of condiments. Divide
group into teams of 4 to 6 kids. In a giant bowl, see which team can construct the most original ice
cream concoction using equal amounts of ice cream products supplied by the staff. Afterwards, award
a prize to the team with the coolest sundae. THEN spring it on them that they have 5 minutes to see
which team can eat the most of their sundae without using their hands or utensils. The team with the
most ice cream gone wins a prize. Talk about messy!21
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VIDEO PARABLES
You could turn this activity into a full blown event. This is a great activity that can fill up to two
hours (45 minutes to an hour for filming, and then time to watch each video). For this activity divide
your group into teams and give each team a video camera or use camera on your phone. The object is
for each team to film a parable from the Scriptures (can use any other form of stories). Each group
member must have at least one speaking role in the film. At the end have everyone meet back
together to watch each groups’ film. Serve popcorn, snacks, drinks, etc. (If this is run as an event, you
could have an Academy Awards ceremony, complete with trophies and weepy speeches by the group
members at the end. Orchestra “award” music is a plus.)

DRAGON TAIL
Participants will be split up into groups; each group will stand single file holding the person’s
shoulders in front of them creating the dragon. The back of the dragon has a scarf or flag this will be
the tail. The dragon will either chase its own tail or have the option to chase other dragons’ tails.

ELVES, GIANTS, AND WIZARDS
Participants walk around in a group, if two participants make eye contact they must pick a pose. (Elf,
Giant, Wizard) Very similar to rock paper scissor; game continues as long as needed. If a participant
loses they just continue playing.
Elves – small crouched down – beats giants by tying shoes together
Giants – arms up high – beat wizards by squashing them
Wizards – zap with wand – beats elves with magic
Variations:
Spilt group into two teams, have each team stand on opposite sides of the room and designate a safe
spot (touch the wall etc.). Each team will agree to a pose. Both teams come to a middle line when they
have their pose and count to three and do it at the same time. Whatever team wins chases the losing
team and tries to catch as many players before they make it back to the safe grounds. Whoever is
caught is now on the other team. Repeat until everyone is on the same team or until you don’t want
to play anymore.

ALASKAN BASEBALL*
The group will be split into two teams. The team in possession of the ball will be offense. They will
throw the ball anywhere in the playing area. Once the ball is thrown the thrower will run around the
group, every lap around the group will count as a run. The defensive team will run after the ball.
Making a single file line and passing the ball over the head and between the legs until the back of the
line. The back of the line will yell stop and that team is now on offense. The game can go on as long
as needed.22

PUNT THE PIG*
If there is limited space this game will work better than Alaskan Baseball. Rules are exactly the same
with the exception of a pig that will be punted instead of a ball being thrown.
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EVERYBODY’S IT TAG
Every participant in the group is a tagger, but at the same time you do not want to be tagged by
someone. The safe position will be bent over with hands placed on your knees; however, you cannot
tag someone while in the safe position. There will be a time limit placed on how long you can be in
the safe position.23

MONARCH TAG*
The game starts with three monarchs (taggers) everyone else are peasants. The monarch can only tag
the peasants with the ball, but cannot move when they are holding the ball. If a peasant is tagged by a
monarch they become a monarch.

CLOTHESPIN TAG
Each participant will start with a number of clothes pins on the back of their shirt. The object of the
game is to grab as many clothespins as possible while keeping your clothespins on your back.

HA HA GAME
Lay in a circle with your head on someone’s stomach. Go around the circle and say “ha.” Add an
extra “ha” for each person. If anyone truly laughs the group starts from the beginning and tries again.

AH SO KO
Sit in a circle. One person starts by pointing over their head and say, “Ah,” to either the person on
their left or the person on their right. The person they point to must then point underhand across
their stomach and say, “So,” to either the person on their right, or their left. The person they point to
must then point to anyone in the circle with both hands together and say, “Ko.” The person they
point to starts all over again. If someone messes up, they’re out of the game.

MAFIA
The group sits in a circle. Someone plays the part of the “godfather” and is the leader of the game.
The godfather has everyone close their eyes and goes around the circle and chooses a detective with
one tap on the head, and a hit man with two taps on the head. The godfather sits back down, and tells
the hit man to open their eyes and ask them who they want to “kill” by pointing at someone. This
person is now out of the game and can’t talk. Then the godfather has the hit man close their eyes and
has the detective open their eyes. The godfather asks the detective who they think the killer is by
pointing to someone. If they guess right, the game is over. If not, the godfather tells the detective to
close their eyes, and then has everyone open their eyes. The group then has to talk it out, and try to
decide who the hit man is with a group consensus. If they’re wrong, the person they picked is “dead”
and out of the game. Then the whole cycle starts back over with everyone closing their eyes, and the
hit man opening and doing their thing. If the group guesses right, the game is over, and you can start
completely over. (See activity description on page 42)

THE FROG GAME
The group sits in a circle. The first person starts out by saying “One Frog.” The second person says,
“Jumped in.” The next person says, “The Lake.” The next says, “Kerplopl.” The next person
continues, and since it is the second time through the sentence, everything is said twice. Ex. First
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person “Two frogs,” next person, “Two frogs,” next “Jumped in, “ next “Jumped in,” next “The
Lake, ”next“ The Lake, ”next“ Kerplop, and ”next Kerplop”. Third time through, everything is said
three times. If someone says the wrong thing, or if someone is too slow, the game starts over at one
with the person to their left. 24

VAMPIRE TAG
Everybody closes his or her eyes and one person picks someone to be the vampire. Then everyone
walks around shaking hands, and the vampire, when shaking hands, pokes the person in the wrist
with 2 fingers to signify a vampire bite. The person who is “bitten” (poked) counts to 10 in their head,
and then dramatically falls to the ground, dead. The object of the game is to try to guess who the
vampire is, but if you guess wrong, you’re out, and so is the person you guessed.

BABY DO YOU LOVE ME
Pick a person to be it. This person has to go up to people and say, “Baby do you love me?” try to make
the person smile. The person who was asked must say, “Baby I love you but I just can’t smile,”
without smiling. If they smile they are it. If they don’t smile, the person must go to another person
and try to get them to smile. Or you can have everyone sit in a circle and one by one each person
does it to the person on their right. If they get the person to smile that person is out, if they don’t
smile than that person asks the person to their right and it continues around the circle.

BUZZ
The group sits in a circle and count off numerically. Any time a 7 (i.e. 7,17,21 etc.) or a multiple of 7 is
called the person must say, “Buzz,” instead of the number. The object is to get to a predetermined
number.

THUMB GAME
The group stands in a circle. Everyone takes their right hand, sticks out their thumb, and points it
down into the palm of the left hand of the person to their right. The leader counts to three, and
everyone tries to pull their thump up without the person next to them catching it, and at the same
time trying to catch the thumb of the person to their right.

GUESS
Words (such as names of famous people, music, groups, trees, animals, etc.) are taped on the group
member’s backs. Everyone mingles and asks yes or no questions to try to figure out what is on their
back.25

CAPTIAN, CAPTIAN
Your group sits in a circle and selects one person to leave (When the person leaves, they should hum
so that they can’t hear what the group is saying.) While that person is gone, the group picks one
person to be captain. The captain starts doing a motion and the rest of the group does the same
motion. The person who left comes back to the circle and stands in the middle. The captain can
change the motion at any time and it is the person in the middle’s job to figure out who the captain is.
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BOAT GAME
Set up a playing area with cones in the shape of a boat. The captain calls out directions for the other
players to do:
i. Port- Players run to the left side of the boat.
ii. Starboard-Players run to the right side of the boat.
iii. Stern- Players run to the back of the boat.
iv. Bow-Players run to the front of the boat.
v. Jellyfish-Players lie on their backs and wave their arms and legs in the air.
vi. Swab the Deck- Players pair up. One player pretends to be a bucket and the
other pretends to mop the deck.
vii. Man Overboard- Players pair up. One person does a wheel barrel type thing
and the other holds their ankles.
viii. Seasick- Players pair up. One person gets down on their hands and knees, and
the other leans over and pretends to be “seasick.”
ix. Man the Lifeboats- Players get in groups of three. They sit down and pretend
to row a boat.
x. Hoist the Sails- Players pretend they are hoisting the sails.
Players are called out, or to have to “walk the plank,” if they don’t have a partner or have enough
people to do a direction. They are also called out if they are too slow in completing a direction. Once
they are called out, they become sharks and walk around the outside of the boat and try to tag the
players if they get too close to the edge of the boat. Sharks can’t go inside the boat but can reach in
from the outside.
CRAB SOCCER*
Everybody does the crab walk (on their hands and feet with their belly up) and tries to kick a ball
(preferably the earth ball or a slo mo ball) into a “goal.”

WINK
Divide the group in half. Have the one half sit Indian style on the group in a circle. Have the other
half sit on their knees with their hands behind their backs behind somebody. Place a hat, cone or
bandana or something of the sort in the middle of the circle. Have someone who is a “winker.” The
winker winks at a pair (it may be better to have them point because sometimes it’s hard to see
someone winking at you. . . ) If winked at, the person sitting on the ground has to try to get to the
object in the middle of the circle by the count of 10. The person on their knees has to try to keep the
other person from reaching the object. Whoever wins the minibattle is now the winker, and the
person who didn’t win becomes a pair with the ex-winker. 26
ELEPHANT, PALM TREE, MONKEY
a. Motions:
i. Elephant- Takes three people (person picked, and person to either side.)
Middle person makes the truth by sticking out their arm like a trunk. The
people on either side make giant ears elephant with their arms.
ii. Palm Tree- Takes three people. Middle person sticks their arms up in the air
and pretends to be a tree. People on both sides pretend to be a tree. People on
both sides pretend to be hula dancers.
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iii. Monkey- Takes two people. Person pointed to scratches their head, while
person to their left scratches their armpit.
iv. Jell-O- Takes three people. Person in the middle jiggles around like Jell-O.
People on the outside hold hands to form a bowl.
Everybody’s in a circle, with one person in the middle. The person in the middle goes up to someone
in the circle, points to them, and says the name of a motion from above. If someone is too slow, or
does the wrong motion, they’re in the middle. Be creative and make up new motions like firecracker,
cow, fire hydrant.27

EVOLUTION GAME
There are five levels to this game. The lowest level is egg. If you’re an egg, you crouch down and
walk around. The next level is chicken. If you’re a chicken you walk around flapping your wings and
clucking. The next level is dinosaur. If you’re a dinosaur you walk around with your arms like a TRex and roar. The next level is ninja. If you’re a ninja, you walk around doing karate moves. The
highest level is philosopher. The game starts with everyone as an egg. Find a partner and play rockpaper-scissors best of three. The winner moves on the next level. If you win and become a chicken,
you have to find another chicken to lay rock-paper-scissors with. If you win, you evolve to dinosaur,
but if you lose you go back to egg. One you reach philosopher, you’re out of the game and sit at the
side and contemplate life.

CAPTURE THE FLAG***
Divide the group into two teams. Explain boundaries and neutral line between both team’s territory.
Teams separate to hide their flag, and discuss strategy. When the game starts, anyone on the other
teams’ territory can be caught if they’re flag is pulled (usually a sock in their pocket) and they must
go to jail. Prisoners can only be freed by having a team member tag them out of jail. The object is to
find the other team’s flag and bring it back to your own team’s territory without getting caught.

STEAL THE BACON**

Divide the campers into two teams. Give each player on both teams numbers (ex. 1st team is
numbered 1-7, second team is numbered 1-7). The leader calls out a number. Campers with
corresponding numbers run out and try to “steal the bacon” (whatever it is that you placed in the
middle, cone, hat, etc.) and bring it back to their team without being tug by the other person.

MARSHMALLOW RELAY RACE *
Split the group into two teams. Then split each team into two groups. Have half of each team line up
on one side of the designated area, and the other half lined up on the other side directly in front of
them. Each row on one side is given one spoon and one marshmallow (or egg, except the eggs create
more of a mess.) Each person in the two teams has to get the marshmallow and spoon to the other
side by balancing the marshmallow on the spoon. The first team to have all its members on the
opposite side they started on wins the game.

DRESS UP RELAY *
Split up the group and line them up in the same way as the Marshmallow Relay Race. Get skit clothes
for each group to wear. Have each member dress in the clothes, and run over to their team members
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on the other side. The fastest team to get all their members on the opposite side that they started
wins.

ORANGE PASS
Get 2 oranges. Split the group up into 2 lines. Each line must pass the orange from the front of the
line to the back of the line as fast as you can. The catch is that you have to pass the orange by holding
it between your chin and neck. If the orange falls, or if it is touched with someone’s hands, that group
has to start over. 28

HULA HOOP PASS*
Split the group into two teams. Each team forms a line and holds hands. Each group is given a hula
hoop. Each group must pass the hula hoop from the beginning of the line to the end of the line as fast
as they can without letting go of anybody’s hands. If you let go of the hands, you have to start over.

BIG BOOTY
Students stand in a circle pick one person to be the "Booty" ("it"). The object of the game is to become
the "Booty." Start counting off, giving everyone a number, start with 1 on one side of the "Booty" and
continue around until everyone has a number but the "Booty." With a slow rhythmic pattern,
everyone in sync should clap hands to thighs and then clap together - teach students the pattern of
movement before you try to teach them the song. Learn the song next. Ahh, Big Booty, Big Booty,
Oh Yeah, Big Booty (thigh) (hands) (thigh) (hands) (thigh) (hands) Keep the rhythm going, and as
soon as the above saying is done the person designated as the "Booty" needs to say "Booty to the (any
number)" If your number is called you then, without hesitation must say "(Your Number) to the
(any other number or the Booty). If a student hesitates or talks out of rhythm, then they must go
stand next to the person with the highest number and everyone that was behind that person before,
their number has changed.
At first, after each camper that messes up moves to the end, you can recount to make sure everyone
knows their new number. Eventually each person is responsible for remembering their number. Each
person is also responsible for knowing their new number, without recounting.

BEAN BAG MELLE**
Equipment: 5 bean-bags or other unbreakable objects. Either use a chair or some sort of container
(bins, baskets or boxes) 1 for each team.
Preparation: Set up as shown in the diagram, placing the three chairs equidistant from the pile of bean
bags in the middle.
Divide everybody into 3 teams with each team standing by one of the three outer rings or points.
Teams do not have to be even numbers. Each team selects a player to run each round.
The objective of the game is to get 3 bean-bags onto the chair or if boxes are being used into them.
Players may take bean-bags from the center OR from other player’s chairs. Players may only take one
bag at a time and bags may not be thrown, they must be placed on chairs or into the boxes. Players
and other team members may not defend their bases and stop bags being taken.
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FISH BOWL
Each person writes a name, an action, a phrase, or a thing on a slip of paper. These are put in a bowl
("the fish bowl"). Round 1: The first person from the team then describes a slip, while the rest of the
team guesses what the slip says. If the team guesses the slip correctly then the next teammates runs
to the circle and grabs a slip to describe. Slips cannot get changed or skipped if you pick a slip you are
stuck with it until the minute is up or your team guesses it. If the team doesn’t get it, the slip goes
back in the fish bowl. The team receives a point for each slip they get correctly. A timer is set for one
minute, at the end, the teams switch. This continues until all the slips have been correctly guessed.
Round 2: Next, the slips are put back in, but this time people can only act it out (not speaking). Round
3: Finally, they are put back in and the individual trying to give away what they are can only say one
word. If they say anything (e.g. "shoot", "hmmmph", "ahhh") this counts as their word and they can't
skip the slip or say anything else.29

NOODLE AND A BISCUIT***
Each participant gets a foam “sword” and a foam “biscuit”. You will hold the sword in one hand, and
balance the biscuit on the back of the opposite hand (hold you hand out, palm parallel with the
ground and put the biscuit on top). When the leader says “go”, everyone tries to knock the biscuit off
of each other’s hands using their sword. Once you lose your biscuit 3 times, you are “out”. The last
person standing, wins! For a second round, have two people partner up. Have each pair link arms.
One person is in charge of the sword, and the other person is in charge of the biscuit. Play the game
in the same way.

Trust
LEVITATION
One person will lie on the ground on his/her back, with eyes closed (if they feel comfortable). The
rest of the group will place their hands underneath the person lying down. One person will be
designated to be the captain, and therefore should place him/herself at the person’s head. Once
everyone is ready, the captain will softly count to three. At this time, the group will pick the person
up to their waist. The captain will again softly count to three, and the group will bring the person to
shoulder height. The captain will softly count to three, and the group will bring the person overhead.
Finally, the captain will count to three, and the group will gently rock the person (forward and
backward) down to the ground. It is the volunteer’s responsibility to stay stiff as a board. It is the
rest of the groups’ responsibility to take this activity very seriously, not to talk, and to keep the head
higher than the feet at all times.

WILLOW IN THE WIND
Should follow after a two or three person trust fall has been completed. This activity can be
performed in one large group or in smaller groups with a minimum of seven people. Have the group
stand in circle with their shoulders touching. One person stands in the middle, with his/her eyes
closed, body stiff, and feet planted. The rest of the group should be in a tight circle, in a sturdy
stance. The outside circle group members have both of their hands up and ready at chest level. The
commands are performed, and the faller may fall any way he/she likes. The rest of the group will
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gently change the faller’s direction by easing their fall and sending them in another direction. The
middle person will change after a few minutes. NOTE: Address the fact that the more hands on
someone, the safer they will feel. The leader also should ask group members to remain quiet during
the activity - or even to make the sound of a gentle breeze.30

TWO PERSON TRUST FALL
Every group member needs to find a partner of approximately equal height and weight. One partner
will designate themselves as the faller, and one will be the catcher. Both partners will get the chance
to act in both roles. The faller’s responsibilities are to stay as straight as possible, not bend at the
waist, keep their arms across their chest, and communicate with the catcher. The catcher’s
responsibilities are to get in a sturdy stance (usually one leg in front of the other in a lunge position),
be aware, keep their hands right below the faller’s shoulder blades, use the arms as shock absorbers,
not underestimate the force being generated by the faller, and constantly communicate with and
reassure the faller. The faller will have his/her back to the catcher. The commands are performed,
and the faller falls straight back. After three tries, the partners should switch roles. NOTE: Give the
group members the opportunity to say no to this exercise. This and all other trust activities are very
serious activities.
THREE PERSON TRUST FALL
This trust activity should not be done without doing a two person trust fall first. The responsibilities
and commands are the same as the two person trust fall. This time there will be two catchers, one in
front of the faller, and one in back of the faller. Both catchers will go through the commands, and the
faller may fall either way (forwards or backwards). The faller’s feet are STATIONARY, and the
catchers gently push the faller back and forth like a windshield wiper. NOTE: The faller should not
be on fast speed!

TRUST WALK
This is an incredible trust activity! Every group member is blind-folded, not blind-folded, but
promises not to peek, or wishing not to participate. The leaders of the group will organize the group
in a straight line or in pairs, singles, etc. The leader will make sure the group begins by holding one
another’s hands in a circle to help make them feel comfortable. The leader will lead the blinded group
members around, periodically leaving them by themselves (but always holding on to something like a
tree, fence, sign, etc. - and NEVER for any great length of time), or with new people to hold on to.
THE KEY TO THIS ACTIVITY IS NO TALKING. If there is an object that needs to be stepped
over, the leader should raise the hand of the group member, the next person will do the same to warn
the next person, and so on. If there is an object that is low, the leader will lower the arm of the
blinded group member, indicating they should duck down, and the chain will continue in the same
manner as for a raised object. (The leader can pretend as well.) The leader can organize this activity
according to their group. HINT: This activity is best down in the dark, but the leader should make
sure everyone feels comfortable participating. If someone is nervous, they could become the leader’s
partner or just watch. Squeezing the hand of a participant is very encouraging and helpful in making
them feel safe.

BLIND PARTNER TAG
Participants in pairs, with one partner of each pair blindfolded. One pair is "it", but only blind
partner may tag someone (who also must be blind). Sighted partners may only guide by talking (no
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holding onto arm/elbow, etc.). When someone tagged, that pair becomes new "it". After a while,
switch so everyone experiences being both blind and sighted.

BLINDFOLDED OBSTACLE COURSE
Do you want to develop some trust within your group? Try this one! Create an obstacle course (a
playground works GREAT) and get your students or leaders to go through it working in pairs.
One person is blindfolded and the other (helper) is not. The helper can only lead their blindfolded
partner through the obstacle course by using their voice. No touching is permitted! For safety sake,
have several "floaters" placed along the obstacle course helping as needed.31
MASKS
Participants are given a piece of paper (preferably poster board). They are asked to cut out a face
shape (that is fairly large - like the size of a regular face). They can cut out eyes and a mouth if they
would like. Participants are then asked to decorate the face. One side represents what they feel
people see/know/believe about them (on the outside). The other side represents what he/she feels
about themself (things going on the inside, what people do not necessarily know or see, etc.). The
participants then share with the group if they feel comfortable.

PROGRESSIVE STORY
For this exercise, a group of people must know one another and feel comfortable discussing personal
issues. Everyone must be able to hear the other members in the group, but people do not have to see
one another. The facilitator begins the story by setting the initial scene and mood. (The mood will
alter as a result of the addition of more content to the story.) The story can start with the following
examples (or others): “On my way to class the other day...” or “A good friend called last night and...”
or “I had the most amazing weekend! I...” In no special order, members of the group then take over
the story. They add another element to the plot. The main point is to make sure everyone adds
something. The progression of the story indicates where the group members are emotionally and is
representative of what is high on their lists of priorities, concerns, and thoughts. This exercise spurs
on creativity and can reveal a lot about a staff’s collective state of mind. The facilitator plays a big
role in interpreting what is said by each person.

SHERPA WALK
A group will be led blind by one person who can see, but cannot speak. The group must find a way to
communicate without using their voice or touch.

CAR AND DRIVER
Partners will take turns leading each other through ‘traffic’ (the other groups). One participant will
be the car. They will be blind with their ‘bumpers’ up. The driver can see, but will not be able to talk
to their car. A tap on the right shoulder will turn right, tap on the left will turn left, both hands on
shoulders will be stop, a tug on the shirt will reverse and a tap on the head is the horn.

REMOTE CONTROL
Partners will take turns leading each other through ‘traffic’ (the other groups). One participant will
be the remote control car. They will be blind with their ‘bumpers’ up. The driver can see, but cannot
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touch their remote control car. They will have to use verbal direction to guide their car through the
group.32

SUBMARINE
In small groups participants will get in a single file line holding the persons shoulders in front of
them. The person at the end of the line will be the submarine captain and will be the only one with
their eyes open. By squeezing the shoulders they will steer their vessel. A squeeze on the right will
turn right, squeeze left will turn left, and both shoulders stops. When your shoulder is squeezed you
will pass the squeeze up to the front of the vessel.

HUMAN SPRING
Partners will start facing each other with their palms out to each other. Partners will fall together
bracing each other’s fall before returning to the stand position. Once a level of comfort is reached the
partners may take a step back until they can no longer reach or return to the standing position. It is
important that fingers are not interlocked when falling together as well as picking the same direction
to move heads.

THE STORY OF YOUR NAME
Participants will get with a partner and share what their name means. This could be the meaning of
their name, a story of why their parents choose the name, or other family members that share the
same name. Once partners have finished participants will get into a large group and will be asked to
share stories about their name

APPRECIATION & CLOSURE
AFFIRMATIVE FOLD-UPS
Have group comfortably sit in a circle. Give each participant a sheet of paper and ask them to write
their name on the top of the paper. Have them pass their sheet to the person on their left. Starting at
the bottom of the sheet ask them to write one positive word or sentence about that person at the
bottom of the sheet. Once they are finished have them fold the paper so just their word/sentence is
covered. Once everyone one is done have them again pass the paper to their left. Participants will
continue to move the sheets around the circle till it reaches the owner. This is a great game to do at
the end of a retreat, the end of a year for an organization, at a staff meeting, etc.

PENNY FOR YOUR THOUGHTS
All participants are given a bag with pennies (each participant should have one penny for each
member in the group - if there are 20 people, players each should have 20 pennies). Participants go
around the room to each other and trade a penny for a thought. Participants trade pennies - and
positive thoughts about what they think of one another. What an incredible activity and a wonderful
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way to end an experience! Activity continues until all participants have shared with every member of
the group. Each participant will leave with a new bag of pennies for thoughts.33

PIECE OF THE PUZZLE
Version 1:
Facilitator should cut a puzzle out of poster paper ahead of time. (There should be one piece for each
member of the group.) Have participants decorate their piece to represent who they are and what
they feel they can contribute to the group. Once participants are done, have them share what they
have on their piece. Participants should then assemble the puzzle. Facilitator should initiate a
discussion on the power of everyone coming together, how much more of an impact a put together
puzzle can have, than separate pieces, and how a final product could not be reached without a
contribution from every piece of the puzzle.
Version 2:
This exercise can also be done by purchasing blank puzzles (make sure there is one puzzle for each
participant and the puzzles have enough pieces for each participant to decorate). Each participant will
decorate one piece of each of the puzzles. In the end they will be able to take away a complete puzzle
with each piece decorated by a group member.

POSITIVE BOMBARDMENT
One member is selected to be the recipient of positive feedback from the rest of the group. Once
everyone has had a chance to give that member the gift of feedback, another person is chosen and the
process is repeated. This can be done in writing with members writing a positive comment to each
member and putting them all in an envelope with the person’s name on it, or verbally. This also can
be adapted so the members first give some constructive criticism and then some positive feedback.

TOUCHTONES
This activity is best done at the end of a group experience. All participants are asked to choose a
touchstone (marble or rock if location permits) from a jar, bag, etc. The facilitator then reads the
following and gives all participants a copy to take with them to remember their experience:
We all came here as individuals, bringing our own personal styles and characteristics. We have each
given a part of ourselves to the group. This is what being an individual all is about. We have learned
about others and also about ourselves. We all are unique pieces of the puzzle, with our own thoughts,
ideas, beliefs, and dreams. We are valuable because of this and what we have to offer to others.
No one else is exactly like us. We need to look in at ourselves, see who we are and recognize our
potential. We have the ability to accomplish whatever we start out to do. Know that we have no
limits and only we can make things happen.
I want you to take all you have experienced here and keep it with you. These Touchstones represent
the experience we have shared together. Take one, look at it, and remember who you are. Each stone
is different - as each of us is our own person. But, they are similar too - each with hopes, desires, and
ambitions. Dig deep inside and always have the courage to be yourself. You are a wonderful
individual just as you are.
Keep this Touchstone and know the power and energy you feel here will always be within you. Do
not forfeit your potential to fulfill all you set out to do. Listen to the voice inside you, think about all
there is for you to accomplish, and challenge yourself to do it. Go on....the power lies within.
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WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW
Tape a blank piece of paper (poster board - kind of like a billboard over the person’s head) on
everyone’s back. The members are to write a compliment or positive comment on everyone’s back.
At the end of the session, explain that a lot of times we tend to give compliments behind someone’s
back and it is not very often that we actually say these things to people’s faces. We sometimes take
for granted the positive aspects of others. If you wish, you may also explain that criticisms often are
given behind other’s backs as well, and that it may be more effective if they go to the person, instead
of others. Have the group members pair up with someone they would like to get to know better and
remove the paper from each other’s backs. They should then explain to that person why they would
like to get to know him/her better.34

PAPER BAG NOTES
Each group member puts name on paper bag. Each participant writes notes to any or all other
participants expressing appreciation for something done or complimenting on something, to be placed
in bag.

WEB
Group in circle, with ball of string or yarn. First person holds loose end of string and tosses ball to
anyone else in circle that he/she wants to say something about (compliment, a thank you, an
observation). That person holds on to string and tosses ball to next person, repeating process until a
web is made between the entire circle, with everyone holding piece of web. In the end you can talk
about how you are all connected and conclude with some follow up questions dealing with the retreat,
semester, year, etc…

YURT CIRCLE
Participants will stand in a circle linked at the hands. The facilitator will count down from 3 to 0 after
each count the participants will lean further and further back. The group should be able to hold its
self-up while fully leaned back.

LAP SIT
Group will stand as tight as possible in a circle with their left shoulder facing in towards the center.
Feet should be touching heel to toe. The leader will count from 3 to 0 after each count the group will
get lower and lower until the group is sitting and supporting each other.35

PANDORA’S BOX*
Have all the participants lie down and close their eyes. Have them relax and clear their heads for
about 2 minutes. Have them think of the strengths and weaknesses that are most apparent in their
personalities, and tell them to keep them in their head. Explain to them that you have Pandora’s Box
on your lap and that all the strengths and weaknesses in the world are in the bucket/ box. Tell them
to keep their eyes closed during the whole activity (it might not be a good idea to play this early in
the morning or late at night). As the weaknesses and strengths come out of the box, identify them
and have the participants reach out and grab the ones that they identify themselves with. Tell them to
grab the weaknesses with their left hand and the strengths with their right hand and to hold them
above them. At the ends of the activity, (when everyone has grabbed at least one strength and at least
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one weakness) have them open their eyes and circle up. Have them voice to the group what they
grabbed and why. Here’s a list of what SHOULD come out of the box:
Weaknesses
Strengths
Aggression
Acceptance
Anger
Bravery
Arrogance
Caring
Close Mindedness
Courteous
Cruel
Empathy
Dishonest
Forgiving
Envious
Friendly
Fault Finding
Warm
Hateful
Honest
Ignorant
Love
Immoral
Loyal
Lazy
Moral
Offensive
Open Minded
Selfish
Respectful
Ungrateful
Sensitive
Vindictive
Understanding

A NAME IS NOT JUST A NAME
Get markers and paper for each group member. Have them write their name on the top of a piece of
paper. Explain the paper needs to be passed around the group to each member, and that each person
has to write another name they would use to describe the original person (Zeus, Mickey Mouse,
Superman, etc.). Once the original person gets their paper back, have them read the names out loud.
Do this activity again on the last day, and see how the names have changed.

I AM
In five sentences describe yourself and have the group try and guess whose list belongs to whom.

TREASURE WALK
Take your group on a short hike. Students are searching for their one special “treasure.” For instance
something beautiful or interesting that they would like to remember. The “treasure” is stored in the
camper’s mind rather than their pocket. There’s no touching, no collecting . . . only looking,
admiring and remembering. At the end of the walk, everyone shares their “treasure” by telling about
it.

PERSONAL OBJECT DESCRIPTION
Have each group member bring in three objects about themselves and have them describe the objects
to the group and what they mean to them.

CAR ACTIVITY
Members individually assign themselves and others to a given car part and then share with the group
why and where they put everyone.36
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WARM FUZZIES AND COLD PRICKLIES
Have the students write down things that they liked during the week (warm fuzzies) and things they
didn’t like (cold pricklies) have designated bags and let the students put them in the bags. Read the
cold pricklies every night and read the warm fuzzies

MEMORIES
Give students a piece of paper and have them decorate it with memories of the trip, retreat,
orientation etc.

ACTIVITY SHEETS
20 QUESTIONS
The questions can be asked in any order
1. How do you feel about your role in this group presently?
2. What personal characteristics do you wish you could change?
3. What are you trying to accomplish in your personal growth?
4. How do you perceive me?
5. What was your first impression of me at the beginning of the summer?
6. What things do you do best?
7. What things stand in the way of you meeting your goals and needs?
8. Whom are you having the most difficulty with right now? (What is that person doing?
What is your reaction?)
9. To whom do you feel closest to in the group?
10. How do you want to receive feedback?
11. What do you think I’m up to?
12. What puzzles you about me?
13. How are you feeling right now?
14. What personal growth efforts are you making?
15. Are we having any problem right now?
16. How positive do you think this group is towards each other?
17. What do you think of our relationship?
18. How important do you feel you are to the group?
19. What conflicts do you see going on in the group right now?
GROUND RULES
1. Take turns asking questions, either to specific individuals or to the group as a whole.
2. You must be willing to answer any questions which you ask.
3. Any member may decline to answer any questions which someone else asks.
4. Work with the person who is answering to make certain that effective two way
communication is achieved.
5. All answers remain confidential within the group.
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THE BLIZZARD SURVIVAL EXCERSIE
THE SITUATION
Your quest has been caught by a sudden blizzard while trekking in a remote region of the
Appalachians. A mad dash back to your BCC bus resulted in a few scratches from slipping in the
snow, but none of your party sustained any major injuries. Your attempt to drive out has failed.
Veering slightly off the road to avoid a fallen tree the bus smashed into a shallow ravine. In the
wreck, your headlights were smashed and the oil pan was torn out. Getting the bus back in the
working order is impossible.
On the radio, which is still working, you head that the blizzard is a major one and is not expected to
end until tomorrow night. Immediate clearing is expected then. Temperatures tonight are expected to
plummet below zero with winds in excess of 40 miles per hours. The high temperature tomorrow is
forecast at 10 degrees with winds unchanged.
You are unsure of your exact position. Your best estimate is that you are 35 miles from the nearest
paved secondary road.
Your bus is equipped with 6 seats on each side (a total of 12 seats) and storage area under 6 seats. All
of the windows are glass. In the storage area, you have the following items: several magazines, a
magnetic compass, a map of the immediate area, one point of fruit roll ups, a first aid kit, a pocket
knife, a fishing pole, a shovel, several old pairs of blue jeans, two old blankets, and some hubcaps.
Each of your party is wearing hiking boots and a wool jacket. In your pockets you have some cash and
assorted change. In the glove compartment are sunglasses (one pair per member) and assorted maps.
In discussing your survival possibili9ties, your group has compiled a list of 15 items. Your task is to
rank these items from most important to least important for your survival.
You are to assume that:
-All members of the party have agreed to stay together.
-The number of your party is the same number as the number in your group.
-The times is 3 PM. Your group is expected back to camp by 6PM.
The Task
Your task is to rank the 15 items; Fruit Roll-Ups, Blankets, Lighter, First Aid Kit, gasoline, hoses,
hubcaps, pocket knife, compass, map, fishing pole, spare tire, shovel, sunglasses, and mirror according
to their importance for your survival.
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THE GIRL AND THE SAILOR: CASE HISTORY SHEET
The Dilemma
A ship sank in a storm. Five survivors scrambled aboard two lifeboats: a sailor, a girl, and an old man
in one boat; the girl’s fiancé and his best friends in the second boat.
That evening, the storm continued, and the two boats separated. The one with the sailor, the
girl, and the old man washed ashore on an island and was wrecked. The girl searched all night in vain
for the other boat or any sign of her fiancé.
The next day the weather cleared, and still the girl could not locate her fiancé. In the distance
she saw another island. Hoping to find her fiancé, she begged the sailor to repair the boat and row her
to the other island. The sailor agreed, on the condition that she sleeps with him that night.
Distraught, she went to the old man for advice. “I can’t tell you what’s right or wrong for
you,” he said. “Look into your heart and follow it.” Confused but desperate, she agreed to the sailor’s
condition.
The next morning the sailor fixed the boat and rowed her to the other island. Jumping out of
the boat she ran up the beach into the arms of her fiancé. Then she decided to tell him about the
previous night. In a rage he pushed her aside and said, “Get away from me! I don’t want to ever see
you again!” Weeping, she started to walk slowly down the beach.
Her fiancé’s best friend saw her and went to her, put his arm around her, and said, “I can tell
you two have had a fight. I’ll try to patch it up, but in the meantime, I’ll take care of you.”

MATTHEW AND LINDA
A man named Matthew and a woman named Linda are very much in love and devoted to one
another. However, they are separated by a river with no bridge to get across to the other side. There is
a storm brewing and as the river rises, it is possible that Matthew’s town will be swept out. On
Linda’s side of the river, there is a Boatman who can take her over to the other side of the river, but
he refuses to do so unless she pays him a price of $20, twice his normal fare. Linda has no money.
Another man named Steve then told Linda that he will give her the $20 if she sleeps with him. Linda
agrees to do so, having no other way to make money in time, and pays the Boatman, who takes her
over to the other side of the river. She is reunited with Matthew and they are very happy together.
The storm subsides and Matthew’s town is safe. However a friend of Matthew named Frank finds
out what Linda did with Steve across the river and immediately tells Matthew. On learning the news,
Matthew finds Linda and ends thing with her, shouting that he wants nothing more to do with her.
He demands that she leave and never see him again. Your task is to rank these five people,
(M)atthew, (L)inda, (B)oatman, (S)teve, and (F)rank, from best to worst. All group members must
agree.
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NUCLEAR BOMB SHELTER
It is 2030, and a nuclear war has just taken place. There are ten people left to carry on the human race.
There is a fallout shelter available to save them; however, there are food, supplies, and space for only
four people. Your task is to decide, as a group, which four of the ten people will survive, and go into
the nuclear bomb shelter. The entire group must agree on your decisions and on the reasons behind
them.
People left on the planet choose from:
A 16 yr. old high school dropout
A 17 yr. old pregnant girl
A 50 yr. old handyman who just got out of jail, he was a drug dealer
A brilliant graduate student who is confined to a wheelchair
A 65 yr. old priest who has a history of child abuse
A female bus driver (homosexual)
An 11 yr. old Vietnamese boy
An alcoholic doctor
A 25 yr. old manic depressive artist
A sterile 45 yr. old plumber
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THE HOUSE ACTIVITY
FOUNDATION- concept on which you base your life
WALLS- how you go about supporting that concept
WINDOWS- aspects of you that you are proud and want others to see
ATTIC- aspects of you that you don’t let others see
DOOR- something that you’ve gotten from someone else
CHIMNEY- your release
WALKWAY- what things have led you to where you are now
BACK DOOR- where you are headed
KEY- what others need to do to be let in
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MAFIA
Introduction
Mafia is an 8+ player game that takes about a half hour. It has no board so it's perfect for a large party
(especially late at night when people have been drinking) because the players can be all over the
room.
The basic concept is that members of the dreaded mafia have infiltrated our community and we, as
concerned citizens, need to root them out. So every day we hold a town meeting and lynch someone
we suspect of being a member of the mafia (it's not as bad as it seems: we vote first). Then, every
"night" the mafia secretly meet and pick a townsperson to kill; the townspeople learn about it in the
morning. There also is an undercover cop floating around somewhere who can help the townspeople.
At the end of the game when there are only mafia and two townspeople left the remaining
townspeople must shake hands. The problem is that they don't know who is mafia and who is
innocent and the mafia will try to appear as innocent as they can.
If "mafia vs. townspeople" doesn't suit your taste (perhaps you have relatives in organized crime) you
can change the theme to be "werewolves vs. townspeople" where the undercover cop is a psychic. The
rules work exactly the same either way.
Set Up
Take a deck of ordinary cards and pull out the two black queens and a red king. Add to this and as
many non-face cards as are needed to equal the number of people playing. Shuffle the cards carefully
so that no one has any hint which cards are which. For extra security, I generally put a card (e.g. a
joker) face up on the bottom of the deck to hide the value of the bottom card.
Give each person a card, being very careful that no one sees what anyone else gets. If someone sees,
collect the cards, reshuffle and redeal; it's important that it be secret.
The players with the queens are the mafia (werewolves), the player with the king is the cop (psychic)
and everyone else is a townsperson (also known as an innocent bystander). Be sure to explain this to
everyone several times -- there is nothing worse than having a mafia ask in a loud voice "what does
the queen mean again?"
General Rules
It's important that no one reveal their cards until they are dead. The one exception to this is the cop
(or psychic) who may reveal his/her card at any time -- this is an important power of the cop (one of
the few) and so should be emphasized. Dead people are allowed to open their eyes at night but must
not participate in the game in any other way (they know who the mafia are and could easily ruin the
game). Have people keep their cards face down in front of them and dramatically flip them up when
they die (either defiantly or sheepishly as the case may be).
First Night
Now that everyone has their identities it's time for the mafia to meet each other. Everyone must close
their eyes. Then tell the mafia to open their eyes and reveal themselves to each other. The two mafia
players (the people with the queens, remember?) will open their eyes and look around to see who the
other mafia is. When they've had enough time to do this, tell them to close their eyes and have
everyone open their eyes. That's the first night.
Days -- The Lynching
During the first day, as on every other day, the townspeople (including the mafia and the cop, since
no one knows who they are) have a meeting. The goal of the meeting is to lynch a mafia member.
Beginners might be appalled at the lack of actual information they have on which to base a decision
but vigilantes have been lynching people for centuries on just about the same amount of information.
Try not to worry about it.
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Nominations
First, anyone can nominate someone to be lynched. They should give a reason but the reason doesn't
have to make any sense. For example, "I nominate Tom because mom always liked him better." is a
perfectly valid nomination (with a better reason than some I've heard).
The Defense
When there are three nominations each of the nominees, in the order of their nomination, gets to say
why they should not be lynched. Their defense should be one or, if they are longwinded, two
sentences -- short and to the point, we haven't got all day. "I'm innocent!", "Dave is the guilty one", "I
heard John make a noise last night," and (my favorite), "I was mafia last game!" are all valid defenses.
"I'm just a terrorist," is also legal but probably won't save your life. Common decency dictates that
everyone should listen respectfully and not make rude comments during the defense statements but
I've never seen it happen that way and, in any event, there's no way to stop them. But remember that
the mafia would really like to manipulate the townspeople into lynching other townspeople so you
want to watch for that.
The Vote
In the order of their nomination, the nominees are voted on. For example, someone says "All in favor
of lynching Dave, raise your hand," counts the votes and moves on to the next person. Everyone who
is still alive should vote for someone; no one may vote twice. In the case of a two way tie, re-vote but
leave the third person out. In the case of three ways tie (or a two way tie when you've already
removed the third person) just keep voting until someone gets picked. Getting people to agree on
someone to lynch is all part of the game. Some people refuse to vote. There is no rule against this but
may I suggest that you lynch such people at the earliest opportunity as they are simply not being
helpful in the War Against Crime (or the War Against The Occult, as the case may be). Again,
participating in the game is what the game is about.
Nights -- Secret Deeds
The night turns after the first one requires a moderator. And -- what a coincidence -- we now have
someone who is dead (i.e. the guy just lynched)! He or she is the moderator. Note that only the
moderator may talk during the night (or the mafia and cop will be revealed) and he or she must be
careful not to talk "to" anyone -- it's pretty obvious even if you have your eyes closed when the
moderator is talking to someone.
The Mafia Kills
The moderator will have everyone close their eyes. Then they will have the mafia open their eyes and
kill someone. They must note who the mafia is and who the mafia kills -- it will be on the test (I
swear that some people find this challenging). Then they have the mafia close their eyes.
The Cop Accuses
Now they have the cop open his or her eyes and make an accusation. If the cop is right, they silently
indicate an affirmative otherwise they indicate a negative (I would call this a "nod" and a "shake" of
the head but I've heard people use the opposite meanings). There is an odd case in which the cop is
killed before he or she makes an accusation; it doesn't matter what you do because they're dead and
can't use the information anyway. Then the cop closes his or her eyes and everyone opens their eyes.
The moderator announces who was killed during the night and it's now day again.
A Script
"Everyone close your eyes." (Check that everyone's eyes are closed.)
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"Mafia, open your eyes." (Identify the mafia and verify that there are two of them.)
"Mafia, make your kill." (Identify the victim, silently point to him/her and get it confirmed with a
nod.) If the two mafia don't agree, this is not your problem; just wait until they decide (this can be
quite entertaining, watching a silent argument).
"Mafia, close your eyes." (Verify that they have closed their eyes.)
"Cop, open your eyes." (Find the cop.)
"Cop, make your accusation." (Verify who the cop is accusing and then indicate whether he/she is
right.)
"Cop, close your eyes." (Verify that he/she has complied.)
"Everyone open your eyes."
"So-and-so is dead."
End of Game -- The Showdown!
Night follows day which, in turn, is followed by another night. Every day and every night another
person is dead. If we run out of mafia then the townspeople win! Otherwise, even if only one mafia
survives, we get to the showdown when only two townspeople are left.
In the showdown, the two townspeople must shake hands to win while the mafia members would
like to shake hands with a townsperson. This can take a while but, eventually, someone shakes hands
with someone (the mafia are not allowed to shake hands with each other) and the game is over. If the
two people who shook hands are both townspeople, the town wins and the mafia loses -- good has
triumphed over evil and the world is a better place! If, however, one of the mafia shakes hands with a
townsperson then the mafia wins. Evil has won and our children are enslaved by the dark forces!
Variants
The only variants that I know (other than what you call things which I already mentioned) have to
do with the cop. I have the cop accusing every night in the main rules. I recommend it the way I
wrote it; if the cop is too powerful, switch to one of these:
The cop may only make an accusation on the second night. This leaves him pretty powerless because,
if he guesses wrong, he has very little information.
The cop gets only one accusation but he or she can make it at any time. This allows the cop to pick
how much risk vs. how much information but if the cop is killed before he guesses he waited too long!
If you feel that the cop accusing every night gives the cop too much power, try it with the cop getting
some fixed number of accusations or try it with the cop getting to accuse until he/she gets it right.
Drop me a line (email at the end of the message) with your results.
Strategy
I've seen some amazing things in this game. The winners are the ones who can convince others that
they are innocent or ignorant ("What do the cards mean again? I can't remember.") When they are
really totally on top of the situation. The losers are usually the people who are simply asleep at the
switch ("What do the cards mean again? I can't remember."). It's a pretty interesting dynamic. Pay
attention & watch what works. Being the guy who is trying to direct the party will get you lynched
but not knowing what is going on is pointless.
The key to staying alive is to stick to the middle of the road. The person who tries to accuse someone
every turn will draw attention to himself. The person who tries to stay perfectly quiet will also draw
attention to himself. Since every turn the players are trying to find someone to lynch, drawing
attention to yourself is generally a Bad Thing. Likewise, it's also important that you not make any
noise at night, not disrupt the game too much and generally try to go with the flow.
Dying isn't all that bad. You might find it more fun to be dead than to be alive because you know
who the mafia are; certainly you will learn a lot to die early one game. Consider nominating yourself.
But maybe you shouldn't vote for people who nominate themselves since they probably aren't mafia - unless of course the mafia has caught onto that point of view in which case you should lynch a few.
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As the mafia, kill any player who might be the cop or who might suspect you. If the cop reveals
himself be sure to take him out that night without hesitation. Do not kill people only because they
accused you, however, as that's a bit obvious. A good trick is to viciously accuse your fellow mafia -when people discover he really was mafia you're in the clear (unless of course he denounces you). At
the end, don't be eager to shake hands -- real townspeople are very reluctant to commit themselves.
As the cop you really need to husband your meager resources. When you find out who is the mafia,
try to get them lynched. Keep in mind, however, that admitting you are the cop will get you killed for
sure. So you have to be persuasive and subtle. Make the argument that people who accused the mafia
were killed or that the mafia player is accusing a lot of people. Try observing for a few turns to see if
you can get some outward indications. Remember to reveal your card if you are about to get lynched.
This will get you killed but at least you get to tell people what you know, first.
As a townsperson you're pretty much at the mercy of random events. Nominate people who make
noise at night, are trying to avoid being noticed or who seem to have an agenda. In the unlikely event
that you make it to the end of the game, don't shake hands with anyone who is too eager. But also
watch for the person who is trying to appear reluctant and suspicious. If this advice doesn't leave you
much choice pick someone at random.
Philosophy
This game is about betrayal. It's about lynching innocents in the hope of killing someone bad. It's
about convincing people that you are a good person when you are really bad. In short, it's about a part
of the real world (thankfully, not the whole world). I think it's an important game in that it provides
the players with experience in betrayal in a safe game setting so that they can better cope in a real
situation. Occasionally, I've encountered someone who really dislikes this game; pointing out what's
it's really about probably won't help...
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